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Internships offer practical experience
by Jonathan Baker
Contributing Writer

Imagine being offered
your dream job before you
graduate from Monroe
Community College.

Several MCC students
get that offer each year. The
secret to their success, they
say, is internship.

"The communications
job market presents a difficult
dilemma for students," said
Professor Tom Proietti,
chairman of the
Communication Department.
Proietti is in charge of
assigning internships to
students who are enrolled in
communications programs.

"Before you can get a
job in this buisness, you need
practical, hands-on
experience in the area of radio
and TV," Proietti said.
"Internships are the only way
to solve this dilemma.
Exposure in the field is the
key."

According to Proietti,
internships are not only vital
training experiences, but are
also proving grounds from
which companies can draw
good employees.

"Considering the
condition of the job market in
the 1990s, students who have

been interns have a really
distinct advantage over those
who have not. Employers
look for practical
experience".

Proietti also says that
proof of the effectiveness of
interning is in the numbers,
because more than 50 percent
of all internships turn into
jobs.

Bill Sigismond,
director of MCC's
Cooperative Education
program, also believes the
experience is very helpful to
students who are trying to
find a job.

"While being
interviewed, a student who
has been an intern is able to
talk more intelligently about
the job in question," said
Sigismond. "Students who
have been interns can bring
real world experience to a
job. That's what employers
are constantly looking for."

Many local
employers welcome interns
to their ranks. Steve
Synesael, sports producer for
WOKR-TV, said, "Being an
intern is the best way there is
to learn about a job. I would
favor hiring them because of
their high level of experience
and motivation."

Many MCC students
have become successful in
the workplace as a result of
the internship program.

Nancy Pagano is a
former MCC student who
interned at Newsletters
Unlimited. "I am now
working at Planned
Parenthood in public
relations, and I have the job
because of the skills I learned
while interning," said Pagano.
"In fact, the position I now
hold at Planned Parenthood
actually requires a bachelor's
degree. I only have my
associates degree, but I was
hired because of my
experience."

Pagano says her
internship at Newsletters
Unlimited was paid, but she
recommends interning
regardless of pay.

Not every internship
is a success story. Proietti
says he has seen a lot of
interns, and, although
problems are rare, they can
occur.

"One semester, I dealt
with a young lady who went
through the intern selection
process with flying colors,"
Kesaid. "But when we placed
her at a local business, things
just did not work out. She

Masquerade for Red Cross
by Corey M. Fogarty
News Editor

The Monroe
Community College
Student Association is
sponsoring a Masquerade
Ball to benefit the American
Red Cross on March 12,
7:30 p.m., at the Hyatt
Regency Rochester Hotel.

The event will
include a buffet dinner,
prizes, entertainment, and
dancing. Tickets are $25

for a single person and $40
for a couple.

Students at MCC
recieve a $5 discount and may
purchase tickets at the Student
Center Desk.

The Student
Association is looking for
individuals interested in
working on the event. For
information, contact
Christopher Chandler or
Christine M. Zambroski at
the MCC Student Senate,
292-2546.

eventually had to be relieved
of her position and taken out
of the internship program."

"In my twenty years
of experience, I can recall

only one problem, and I think
that's a pretty good track
record," said Proietti. "Nearly
all of my experiences with
interns have been positive."

Bill Sigsmond Photo by David Zoller

Opinion
1O 1 ilC tLCLltOVl appalling and unacceptable

Hatred? Sick humor? misunderstanding. This act
What could it be that would
compel an individual to
deface a poster honoring a
hero of unprecedented
greatness, Martin Luther
King, Jr.?

Whatever the reason,
I know that such an action
could only have been
committed by one afflicted
with ignorance and
irrationality.

The feelings I am
expressing are in response to
my discovery of a poster of
King displayed in the South
Building, which has been
subjected to this most
malicious graffiti. By this
act, a vandal has exhibited an

is a gross indignity to King,
as well as to all people. And
it is a gross indignity even
against the vandal himself.

So, I would like this
message to go out to this
vandal, and to anyone else
who might relate to this
person's way of thinking:
You are within an institution
for education. It is my hope
that you will take advantage
of this education so that it
may precipitate in you a better
understanding, which will
inevitably help you to realize
your previous understanding
was wrong.

Peace.
Sincerely,

Daniel M. Howe
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by LaJoie Rice
Associate Editor

Once a year it arrives on
Cupid's arrow. Valentine's
Day, what a lovely concept.

One day a year, one
shows his or her appreciation
for their loved one on that
special day we call
Valentine's Day.

Give me a break!
Love isn'taboutFeb 14th. It's
about trust and honesty. Love
is something one should
express every day of the year

with or without a gift.
On the other hand, if

one is going to give a gift, at
least buy something good.
Admit it. Every year, those
of you with a "significant
other" go out and buy
something last minute and
cheap.

First, there is the
traditional heart-shaped box
of chocolates. There is a
hidden message instilled in
this wretched box . It says,
"Eat me so you'll gain a

thousand pounds per piece,
and I'll go to someone else
next year.

Next, there are the
flowers. Beautiful, yet
smelly, and dead days later.

There are also the
stuffed teddy bears, the fake
gold necklaces, bracelets, and
earrings (14 karat gold is
passable). There are plenty
more, such as the "gag" gifts
from Spencers and clothing
from Victoria's Secret, but

you get the point.
This year, if you really

want to make Valentine's Day
special, ignore it and make
every other day special. If
that suggestion is a definite
no, then do something simple
and with meaning . Build a
fire (in the fire place
preferably), kick back on the
couch, cuddle up, and... talk.

Think about it. How
often do you and your loved
one really get to talk? This is
just something for you to think

about this Valentine's Day.
You needn't take any of this
advice but if you do, at least
you won't be broke from
buying useless junk and you'll
know just how much that
someone loves you.

Oh ... another thing.
Please don't mention where
you got the idea from. Death
threats aren't on my schedule
for this semester. P.S., could
my valentine please disregard
the above. I'd hate to hurt
you.

Cartoon by Ron Jon Norton

HAPPY HAPPY
VALENTINES DAY
HONEYBUNCH!"

YOU ARE MY
ROMEO AND
MYTRU-LOVE!! MUSHYNESS

ONES ONCE
YEKR!!

The State
comedians that write and
perform in their own skits.
The skits involve mockery,
as well as a look at the lighter
side of stereotypes, political
incorrectness, TV programs,
commercials, and much
more.

Even though it is not
as "comedically
cultured," The State was
entertaining and unseriously
funny. Not quite in the same
calibur as some of its sketch
comedy predecessors such as

by Kelly Dinsmore
Entertainment Editor

The State, a new show
on MTV, is insulting to one's
intelligence but funny just the
same.

Using sketch comedy
routines, The State carves its
niche into the warped MTV
style of unoriginal, yet still
somehow uniquely done
programming.

This particular MTV
program involves young

Classifieds
Help Wanted

PROMOTE our SPRINGBREAK packages with
our posters and flyers, or SIGNUP NOW for Springbreak
rooms. Daytona, Panama, Cancun, Jamaica, etc. 7 nights
$129 up. Call CMI now. 1-800-423-5264.

For Sale
New/ Fully Waranteed Samsung Cameras. MANY

different types- AT COST PRICES - Legit. Manufacturers
Rep. Call Corey at 442-9247.

Sweet Valentine
Corey- Our hunk -a -burning

man. We love you!
Joi & Becky

Casey, I do do.
Bonehead

Saturday Night Live, In
Living Color, and The Kids
In The Hall.

The State has a style
all its own, which may be
what MTV had in mind. It's
possible that this is precisely
what The State needs to make
its way into the comedy
culture. A little corny and
plenty stupid, The State is a
program that will at least
make you laugh. Tune into
The State weeknights at 10:30
pm on MTV.
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To prd«<.t a^»ms* MDS anil other STDs
always use latex con JornS

For a free, full-color poster

(18" x 24"), write:
AIDS Poster 3, Box 2000,

Albany, N.Y. 12220

N.Y.S. Health Department

Newman
Community

ASH
WEDNESDAY
MASS

GUEST CELEBRANT
FR DANIEL TORMEY

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY
COLLEGE HOUR - NOON
ROOM 8100 - LEC|URE HAJiL

ALL ARE WELCOME?:

SPONSORED BY
NEWMAN
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by Lajoie Rice
Associate Editor

TAURUS
(April 20- May 20)

You are the chosen sign
this week, go out and have
fun. Take a shopping spree
on Monroe Ave., max your
credit cards and then break a
minor law.

GEMINI
(May 21-June 21)
Forgiveness is the key

to solving your problems but
it's more fun to take out
revenge! So go out and do
some damage, it'll make you
feel good and help you to
create a guiltless conscience.

CANCER
(June 22-July 22)
Love is in the air, you

will be forced to watch
happy, gross couples grope,
kiss, and hug in your presence.

LEO
(July 23-Aug.22)
These are the best people

on the planet. They have no
flaws and are perfection.
They rule the world and are
the envy of all other
signs. (Hmm... wonder whose
sign this is)

VIRGO
(Aug 23-Sept 22)
There' s a definite career

change on the horizon for
your future. On top of selling
pencils, you will dive into the
existing career of bottle
collecting and returning.
That's a cool $35 extra per
week - now you can afford
to put that sun porch on your
box.

LIBRA
(Sept.23-Oct.23)
Gee Your life must

really hurt. This week, do
something to change that...
Go out and make somebody
else's life miserable.

(Horrorscopes are strictly for novelty
purposes. So....lighten up!)

SCORPIO
(Oct. 24-Nov.21)
Don't throw stones at

glass houses. Especially if
the owner is bigger than you
and owns a gun collection.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22-Dec.21)
One, two, unbuckle your

shoe; three, four, shut the
door; five, six, eat a box of
Chex Mix; seven, eight, it's
getting late; nine, ten, you've
been stood up again.

CAPRICORN
(Dec.22-Jan.19)
Life is too short to worry

about petty problems, so kick
back, think unrealistically,
quit your job and watch
Oprah.

AQUARIUS
(Jan.20-Feb.18)
"When the moon hits

your eye like a big pizza pie,
that's amoure..." But usually
when someone's hand hits
yourface.it'snotagoodsign,
take a hint!

PISCES
(Feb.l9-March20)
A career change is on

your heels. To sum it up,
you '11 make $20,000 less, and
will mumble "Would you like
fries with that?" in your sleep.

ARIES
(March 21-April 19)
The Jolly Green Giant

knows where you live, you
bought Wegmans frozen
corn, he's ticked off!

The Monroe Doctrine offers
Advertising at a very reasonable rate.
Anyone interested should inquire in
the MD office, Bldg. 3-104.

You may also contact us by
calling 292-2539. Please ask to speak
to Rachel or Brad.

Entertainment quote of the week,

The Perfect GIFT for any occasion!

Lovingly handcrafted by The
Student Center's own Joyce
Medwin to benifit the Evelyn Mack
Stewart Memorial Scholarship.

LOVE is stronger than Hate, so if you find someone you love to hate or some you
hate to love, or someone you dislike to hate at times, but love to like always, but still find
yourself thinking of disliking this person occasionally and hating it then the only logical
thing to do is sort of hate everyone equally, but still love them on the side.

Joie R. and Zack T.

STUDENT ASSOCIATION

PRESTIGE
LEADERSHIP
STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Available in the Student

EXPERIENCE IT!
A

NEW
GENERATION

OF
STUDENT LEADERS
APPLICATIONSAVAILABLENOWIN

STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICE, RM 3-119.

February
College
Visits

The following
colleges and universities
have scheduled visits to
MCC to talk to students
interested in transfer to
their institutions. All visits
will take place in the
Student Center Hallway

14 SUNY Institute
of Technology at Utica/
Rome

16 Roberts Wesleyan
College

. 17 St. John Fisher
College

18 SUNY Oswego
28 R.I.T. & De Vry

Institute

What do you have on YOUR resume? Buisnesses today look for practical experience as well as a good
education. Let MCC take care of the education part. Then come down to the MD office, 3-104. We can help you with
the experience part. We need writers, artists, buisness majors, graphic artists and more! Come by and let us help you.

Get Your:



RAY OWEN
Saturday

cniLDKrrs snow
11 AA - FRK

sine along

humor

story telling

February 19

11 am & 2 pm

MCC Terrace

COLLMC snow
2 PA - FEE

rhythm and blues
(lassie rock

comedy rap

F
IL

M
S

FEBRUARY
14, 15, 16, 17, 18

SHOWN IN THE FORUM
CHECK SCHEDULE FOR TIMES '

WHAT'S DOING AT

FEBRUARY 5-2G • 5TH FLOOR ATRIUM
MONDAY-FRIDAY, 9:00 AM-4:30 PM

MONDAY-THURSDAY, 7:00 PM-9:00 PM
SATURDAY, 1:00 PM-4:30 PM

NAACP
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE

Wednesday and Thursday
February 16 and 17

10 am - 2 pm
5th Floor Atrium

FILM
FEBRUARY 14, 15, 16, 17, 18

MONDAY/WEDNESDAY-11 AM & 2 PM - TUESDAY/THURSDAY -1:30 PM

DAMON
DAMON CITY CENTER EVENTS

CENTRAL WESTERN NEW YORK

JONATHAN
DEAN BELT

February 16
12-1 pm

forum



AFRICAN DANCE.AND DRUM ENSEMBLE

SATURDAY
MARCH 5, 1994

8 PM
MCC THEATER

TICKETS:
$6 GENERAL PUBLIC

$4 STUDENTS, SENIORS AND CHILDREN

Tickets available at the MCC Student Center Service Desk,
Damon City Center Bookstore, CD Exchange, Bop Shop, Record

Archve, Sound Concept, and Fantastic Records, or charge by
phone to Visa or MasterCard by calling 229-2060.

DAYTONA BEACH
AND

THE BAHAMAS

SIGN UP
COLLEGE HOUR

MONDAY
WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY
STUDENT CENTER HALLWAY

Last Date for Deposit March 11,1994

iSTDRY I N T

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 14
WILLIE DAVIS - "Love in a Black Man's Eye" from
PRYD -12-1 pm, Brick Lounge

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17
PLAY: Our Young Black Men are Dying and Nobody
Seems to Care! - 8 pm, MCC Theater; Tickets:
General Public-$6; Students, Seniors, Children-$3
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Dirty laundry, it all comes out in the wash
by David Kostecke
Contributing Writer

Nothing feels better
than fresh underwear. Fresh
socks put a bounce in my step
and a smile on my face — ahh,
toasty!

I have three pairs of
jeans that fit just right - no
pinching going on there. I
wear them as often as
possible.

There is more to
clothing than the fit. Style
and "attitude" are crucial for
any outfit to be successful.
Black T-shirts, in particular
those with Motley Crue or
Van Halen logos, express
enough attitude for any
occasion. Hand-made rips
and tears add sophistication
by bringing out the artist in
eachof us. Tie-dyed T's never
fail to add style.

Since "these are a few
of my favorite things," they
usually end up dirty first. And
since I do laundry about once
a month, my most prized T's
are usually MIA for about
three weeks at a time.

But about every
fourth week I'm a fashion
guru once again.

One day last year I
began the clothes-washing

by Michael Erickson
Advisor of Students for Choice

To the Editor:

Women as fully
enfranchised citizens of the
United States must never lose
their rights over the control
of their bodies or reproductive
choices. Whenever this
protection is abridged or
abolished, women arc forced
to carry pregnancies to full-
term regardless of the
extenuating circumstances
surrounding the pregnancies
(i.e. rape, incest,
contraceptive failure).

process, and my roommate
asked, "What exam do you
have tomorrow?" I replied:
"Psych 101. How did you
know I have an exam
tomorrow?" And he said,
"The only time you do
laundry is when you have
something else more
important to do."

And he is right.
Washing clothes is perfect for
the Procrastinators Challenge
~ finding the most important
thing that has to be done, and
putting it off in lieu of some
other less important task.

Even if it does have
benefits, doing laundry still
sucks. It's almost as much
fun as trimming my toenails.
Monotonous, tedious,
strenuous, and odorous are
applicable adjectives for this
task.

It's even worse when
you don't have your own
machines. You have to
separate colors from whites
from brights, deal with
clothes that you decided
shouldn't be touching your
body any more, package the
loads, load the car, drive, deal
with jerks on the road, unload
the car, go to the corner store
to buy detergent that you left

In other words,
women ~ once again - are
held hostage by their "time of
confinement" as it was once
called.

As you know,
countries where reproductive
choice is not protected force
women to carry to full-term,
like in Ireland and Iran, or
force women to terminate
pregnancies, like in China.
In effect, these governments
have sanctioned the authority
to tell women what to do with
their bodies.

on the shelf at home, swear a
lot, put clothes in washing
machines, move clothes from
broken machines to machines
that work, swear a lot more,
WAIT..., move them to the
dryer, WAIT..., fold clothes,
package folded clothes, load
the car, drive, deal with jerks
on the road, unload the car,
put the dry clothes away while
the wet ones air dry some
more, and finally, swallow
three or four aspirin to deal
with a throbbing headache.

Washing laundry is
also expensive. Today, I spent
$8.75 to wash my seven loads
and $3.50 to dry them. Now
I'm broke. I should have gone
down to the stream and beaten
my clothes on a rock, or
waited for a good hard rain
and laid them out on my roof.
I also spent some righteous
bucks on the gas I burned
getting to the laundromat and
the detergent that "will
remove even the most
stubborn stains (but leave the
stink in place)." Every time I
do laundry, the cost is more
than monetary — I get so upset
during the eternal waits of
wash and dry that I must lose
a few days off my lifespan.

The right to
reproductive choice is an
important protection. To
abrogate this protection
without considering the dire
consequences — no matter
how ennobling the cause — is
to flirt with disaster. To
abridge this right is to reduce
women (and men in differing
circumstances) to mere
instrumentalities of the state,
a dangerous precedent for a
democracy.

The MD welcomes all
thought out, well written ideas
in the form of letters to the editor.
Place letteres in the Editors box
located outside 3-104.

There are strategies to
avoid acquiring dirty laundry
and to avoid washing dirty
laundry. School vacations can
be the key for those of us
lucky enough to live within
reasonable distance of our
parents' home. The best way
to avoid washing laundry is
to let mom do it.

Let's say that you
forgot to get your mom a
Mother's Day card. Worry
not. If you dump about 15
filthy loads on the cellar floor,
she'll be so busy that she
won't notice that you forgot
to bring her a card. And if she
does notice the absence of a
card, then just tell her that
you came all the way home to
see her, and no card can
replace that. If only the rest of
life could be so easy.

The most effective
way to avoid acquiring dirty
laundry in the first place is to
use the Phase Method.

A Phase 1 T-shirt can
be considered a "dress-T"
because it hasn't been worn
since the last washing. After
it has been worn once, it
should be placed by the bed.
Placement is very important
if the Phase Method is to work

mi:

properly. Phase 2 is the
"sleep-T," worn just enough
to be comfy-cozy in bed.
After waking, the "sleep-T"
becomes a Phase 3 T, and it
should be placed near the dirty
laundry pile. Phase 3 T's are
perfect for working out.
Workout clothes need to be
just a little dirty to start with,
because then I'm not shy
about sweating in them. A
workout puts the T into Phase
4, and actually into the dirty
laundry pile.

Sunday is fashion
anarchy — anything goes.
Wearing Phase 4 clothing is
common, especially on cold
Sundays. I find that really old
Phase 4 clothing loses the
pungency found in fresh
Phase 4 clothing, and almost
deserves to be in a category
of its own. Perhaps it evolves
to Phase 5 by diffusion of
stink particles. I'm sure that I
could get research dollars to
settle the matter.

I'll do almost
anything to avoid doing
laundry when it needs to be
done, although I am very
pleased when it is clean. After
all, you can't be a fashion
guru when you smell like
Phys. Ed.
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NORMAL PEOPLE CHRIS REYNOLDS MACE WHEELER
PAT PETRILLO

WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING AT?

National Student News Servica. 1994

CARTOON COUNTRY

MAGNIFYING GLANCES PAT PETRILLO AFTER DARK BRADLEY M. SCHAEFFER

Page 7

CUE DON WHITE

ROBERT STACK

RON JON NORTON

Students wait in line fof
Financial Aid during off
hours in hopes of a reduced
wait .



Monroe Community College

Men's Basketball

Schedule

Tuesday, Feb 15, vs

Alfred State, 8:00

Saturday, Feb 19 vs

Niagara County CC, 7:00

Monday, Feb 21 vs

Genesee CC, 8:00

Friday, Feb 25,

Saturday, Feb 26, Penn York

Conference Tournament at

Alfred

Friday-Sunday, Mar 4-

6, Region III Championships

at Erie

If you are interested in

Men's Tennis, tryouts are the

week of Feb. 21. For more

information, contact the

Athletic Office at x2830.

W o m e n ' s
Basketball Schedule

Tuesday, Feb 15 vs

Alfred State, 6:00

Thursday, Feb 17 vs Friday, Feb 25, Saturday, Mar 5

Corning, 7:00 Saturday, Feb 26 Penn York Sunday, Mar 6 Region II

Conference Tournament at Tournament at Hudsor

Sunday, Feb 20 vs Alfred Valley

Cornell JV, 2:00

SEEDS OF SUCCESS (SOS)
WORKSHOPS ANNOUNCED

DO YOU NEED TO IMPROVE YOUR STUDY SKILLS? DO YOU GET
NERVOUS ON EXAMS OR FEEL OVERWHELMED BY THE DEMANDS
PLACED UPON YOUR TIME?

IF YOU ANSWERED "YES" TO THE ABOVE, CONSIDER ATTENDING
ONE OF THE FREE WORKSHOPS LISTED BELOW:

SATURDAY, FEB. 19, 1994 from 2:00-4:OOptn in Bldg. 5-200

SATURDAY, MARCH 5, 1994 from 2:00-4:OOpin in Bldg. 5-200

YOU WILL LEARN:

1. HOW TO RELAX DURING EXAMS AND FOCUS ON THE
QUESTIONS THAT ARE ASKED.

2. STUDY SKILLS TECHNIQUES. YOU WILL LEARN THE 3Q3R
METHOD (HOW TO STUDY FROM TEXTBOOKS), HOW TO TAKE
NOTES, WHERE TO STUDY, HOW TO PREPARE FOR EXAMS,
HOW TO CONCENTRATE AND HOW TO MAKE STUDYING
ACTIVE AS OPPOSED TO PASSIVE.

3. HOW TO MANAGE AND BUDGET TIME.

4. TEST SOPHISTICATION: THE PROCESS OF KNOWING HOW TO
TAKE EXAMINATIONS.

THESE WORKSHOPS WILL BE TAUGHT BY RON KOSTECKE, A
COUNSELOR IN THE COUNSELING CENTER OF MCC SINCE 1970.
NO PRIOR REGISTRATION REQUIRED. PARKING AVAILABLE IN
FACULTY PARKING LOT A FOR THIS WORKSHOP.

Newman
Community

Spring Retreat
yL66ey of the Cjenesee

Viffard, <Hcu
(Transportation "Provided)

Saturday, March 12,
Leave 94.CC at 9:0<

Sunday, March 13,19$
MCCa^3W0p

Cftapfoiit's Office,'Jipom -3*12,7

iiti C'oin/nunitii andCftaptain{b Office

I PRESS RELEASE

STUDENT SENATE
meets every other Tuesday

at 2:00 in the
Faculty Dining Room.

NEXT MEETING: MARCH 1

2:00 sharp
is reserved for students to
SPEAK TO THE SENATE!

We need to know your
problems, concerns,

complaints, & suggestions!

THE

SENATE

LOOKING

FOR

INTERESTED

STUDENTS
FOR
THE

UPCOMING
TERM!

ELECTIONS

ARE

COMING!

YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT
INVITES YOU TO ATTEND

SENATE MEETINGS
(HELD EVERY OTHER TUESDAY),
OR STOP BY OUR OFFICE, 3-119,
ACROSS FROM LIBRARY STAIRS.

PRESIDENT John Schmidt

VICE PRESIDENT Michael Agee

STUDENT TRUSTEE Sean Berger

SENATE Christine Zambroski (Speaker)
Ulysses Jerome Lawrence (Deputy Speaker)

Ivette Ganatsios
Nadeane Haynesworth

Bonti Liverpool
Pedro Quinones

Jose Roman
Rodney Smith

Charles Turner
James Lewis Ward

PRESIDENT'S CABINET
Affirmative Action Coord
Roundtable Coord Lenny Wilcox
Campus Activities Board Coord Scott Hall
Finance Coord
Physical Activities Coord Rich Luitich
Elections-Publicity Paul Sandhu
Elections-Campaigns Lynenne Grant
Elections-Disputes Sharon DeMilt
Promotions Coord Jennee Metzler

] Press Release is for the Student Association Government to share information on its actions, issues and
concerns affecting students. The views expressed are not necessarily those of the Monroe Doctrine or its staff.
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